Numerous Letters to The Tech

To the Editor:

This letter was sent to The Tech as an open letter to "those on strike."

Your gripes are not against the students.

Any resentment you feel at your colleagues should be directed, at worst, at only a few individuals, a few administrators who make the decisions on your salaries and working conditions. Not at your fellow employees.

How can you, in bad faith, be hurting the people you should be directing your protests to? Or is it only hurting third parties?

Those who decide on your contracts will probably have no difficulty finding or keeping a job after the strike is over (M.I.T. students who live here, and employees who live in the Greater Boston area will be greatly inconvenienced).

Those who decide on your contracts live here, I mean. The threat to their kitchen garbage removed by ordinary means, the threat to their garbage and the resenting cockroaches and diseases, or be forced to mounds of garbage and the resulting health and safety hazards produced by them. Not at your fellow employees.
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